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Place quotation marks around the words that 

actually come out of the person’s mouth. 

 
   If the words go in a comic strip bubble, 

then quotation marks go around those 

words 

 

http://comics.com/peanuts/2010-09-03/


Only put exact words in quotations 

Stacy said, “I want to go eat pizza.” 
                     (her exact words in quotation marks) 

 

Stacy said that she wanted to go eat pizza. 
(these are not her exact words, but a restatement of what she said; no 

quotation marks) 

 

Mark declared, “Sometimes I like to sing in the 
shower.” 

                             (his exact words in quotation marks) 

 

Mark declared that sometimes he likes to sing in 
the shower. 

(these are not his exact words, but a restatement of what he said; no 
quotation marks) 

 



Tag Lines 

• Only the exact words of the speaker go inside 
quotation marks. 

• The words used to identify the speaker are 
called the tag line:  

 

Examples: Mary said, Tom yelled, or Jane replied  

 

   Words like said, replied, screamed, etc. are 
NEVER capitalized in a tag line. 

 

        There are three types of tag lines 



Tag Line #1: Before a quote 

1.Before the quote: the comma always 

follows the tag line  

        (tag line) 

 Martha said,   “I want an elephant for 

my birthday.”  

 

The beginning letter of the  

  quote is always capitalized  

 



Tag Line #1: Before a quote 

Right:  

   Emily questioned, “Why doesn’t Super 

Glue stick to the inside of the tube?” 

Wrong 

   Emily questioned, “why doesn’t Super 

Glue stick to the inside of the tube?” 

   Emily questioned. “why doesn’t Super 

Glue stick to the inside of the tube?” 



Correct these quotes: 
1. Goldilocks said this porridge is too hot 

1. Goldilocks said, “This porridge is too hot.” 

 

2.  Papa Bear growled someone has been sitting in 

my chair 

2. Papa Bear growled, “Someone has been sitting in 

my chair.” 

 

3.  Baby Bear cried someone broke my chair. 

3.  Baby Bear cried, “Someone broke my chair!” 

 

 



Tag Line #2: After the quote 

2. After the quote: the ending punctuation after 
the actual quote (before the tag line) can  

     never  be  a  period,   instead use a comma.  
               

    “I want an elephant for my birthday,” 
Martha repeated. 

  (tag line) 



Tag Line #2: After the quote 

Right: 

  “Sometimes I like to enhance my eyebrows 

with fuzzy caterpillars,” said Hillary. 

 

Wrong: 

 “Sometimes I like to enhance my eyebrows 

with fuzzy caterpillars.” said Hillary. 

 



Correct these quotes: 

1. This bed is too hard complained Goldilocks. 

    “This bed is too hard,” complained Goldilocks. 

 

2.  Someone has been sleeping in my bed growled 

Papa Bear. 

    “Someone has been sleeping in my bed,” growled 

Papa Bear. 

 

3. There is someone in my bed right now squeaked 

Baby Bear. 

     “There is someone in my bed right now,” squeaked 

Baby Bear. 

      



Tag Line #3: In the middle of quotes 

   In between two separate sentences 

(quotes): a period follows the tag line  

          (tag line) 

 “I will get one,” her father replied. 

“Anything for my angel.” 

 

The beginning of the second  

sentence (quote) is capitalized. 

 



Tag Line #3: continued 

    When the tag line splits one sentence (quote) 

into two parts: a commas are before and after 

the tag line.                               (tag line) 

 “Where,”       Martha’s mother asked her 

husband,  “ are you planning on 

keeping this  elephant?” 

 

The second part of the quote is NOT 

capitalized. 



Tag Line #3: In the middle of quotes 

Right: 

   “A duck with udders,” muttered Cubby, 

“would be utterly ridiculous.” (split sentence) 

Wrong: 

  “A duck with udders,” muttered Cubby, 

“Would be utterly ridiculous.” 

  “A duck with udders,” muttered Cubby, 

“would be utterly ridiculous”. 

 

 



Correct these quotes 

1. That girl cried Baby Bear ate all of my porridge. 

     “That girl,” cried Baby Bear, “ate all of my porridge.” 

 

2. She broke my chair continued Baby Bear she should 

leave. 

     “She broke my chair,” continued Baby Bear. “She 

should leave.” 

 

3. I don’t think Papa Bear said watching the girl flee from 

the house that we will be bothered by her again. 

    “I don’t think,” Papa Bear said watching the girl flee from 

the house, “that we will be bothered by her again.” 



Examples: 

1. Before the quote: 

   Jane asked, “Do you have a dog?” 

2. After the quote: 

    “Everyone has a dog,” said Jane. 

3. In the middle of a quote: 

     “I have a dog,” said Jane. “Do you?” 
                                   (two separate sentences) 

 “I have,” said Jane, “a dog.” 
                                      (one split sentence) 



Your Turn!  

Punctuate these sentences. 
1. i forgot my backpack said Tommy 

 

       “I forgot my backpack,” said Tommy. 

 

2.  sally said i want to get ice cream 

       

      Sally said, “I want to get ice cream.” 

 

3. do you know she asked where the keys are  

 

   “Do you know,” she asked, “where the keys 
are?” 


